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Lecture 11. Mathematical and computer modeling 

 

The purpose of the lecture: to discuss an introduction to the mathematical and 

computer systems foundations of information systems and information management. 

 

Lecture plan: 

Introduction 

1 Simulation procedures 

2 Examples 

Conclusion 

 

Keywords: mathematical model, mathematical structures, algebraic, operations, 

mathematical modeling, linearization, set of states, linear space, sets, operators, 

linear combination, linear, nonlinear model, linear model, physical system, value, 

factor, identification, vector, Software, least squares method, heuristics, estimation, 

parameter, adequacy assessment, accuracy, error, computational experiment, output, 

information technology, algorithm, program, computer, user, program equivalence, 

modeling, computer model, self-learning, computer simulation, knowledge 

representation , life cycle, integration, interactivity, model, analysis, information, 

abstraction, stage of computer modeling, application software packages, software, 

problem analysis, pseudocode, program optimization, Assessment of funds, 

decision-making procedure, dynamic model, discrete model, algorithmic language, 

delays, normal distribution, computational, experiment, continuous model, stability. 

 

Contents of the lecture: 

 

Introduction 

The basic concepts of mathematical and computer modeling, computational 

experiment, modeling operations are considered. 

 

1 Simulation procedures 

A mathematical model is described (represented) by mathematical structures, 

mathematical apparatus (numbers, letters, geometric images, relations, algebraic 

structures, etc.). 

Mathematical models also have didactic aspects – the development of a model 

and mathematical style of thinking, which allows one to delve into the structure and 

internal logic of the modeled system. 

Let's note the main operations (procedures) of mathematical modeling. 

 

1. Linearization. Let a mathematical model be given M = M (X, Y, A), where X is 

a set of inputs, Y is a set of outputs, A is a set of system states. You can schematically 

depict it like this: X → A → Y. If X, Y, A are linear spaces (sets) and φ: X → A, ψ: 

A → Y are linear operators (i.e., any linear combinations az + bz of arguments φ and 

ψ transform into the corresponding linear combinations aφ(z) + bφ(z) and aψ(z) + 

bψ(z)), then the system (model) is called linear. All other systems (models) are 
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nonlinear. They are more difficult to research, although more relevant. Non-linear 

models are less studied, therefore they are often linearized – reduced to linear models 

in some way, by some correct linearizing procedure. 

Example. Let us apply the linearization operation to the model (which 

physical system, phenomenon?) Y = at2/2, 0 ≤ t ≤ 4, which is nonlinear (quadratic). 

To do this, we replace one of the factors t by its average value for the considered 

interval, i.e. by t = 2. Such (let the readers familiar with linearization forgive me – 

though very clear, but very rough!) Linearization procedure gives a linear model of 

the form y = 2at. A more accurate linearization can be carried out as follows: replace 

the factor t not by the average, but by the value at some point (this is an unknown 

point!); then, as follows from the theorem on the average from the course of higher 

mathematics, such a replacement will be quite accurate, but it is necessary to 

estimate the value of the unknown point. In practice, fairly accurate and subtle 

linearization procedures are used. 

 

2. Identification. Let M = M (X, Y, A), A = {ai}, ai = (ai1, ai2, ..., aik) be the state 

vector of the object (system). If the vector ai depends on some unknown parameters, 

then the identification problem (model, model parameters) consists in determining, 

according to some additional conditions, for example, experimental data 

characterizing the state of the system in some cases. Identification is the task of 

constructing, based on the results of observations, mathematical models of a certain 

type that adequately describe the behavior of the system. If S = {s1, s2, ..., sn} is some 

sequence of messages received from a source of information about the system, M = 

{m1, m2, ..., mz} is a sequence of models describing S, among which, possibly , 

contains an optimal (in a sense) model, then identification of model M means that 

the sequence S allows one to distinguish (according to the considered adequacy 

criterion) two different models in M. A sequence of messages (data) S is called 

informative if it allows one to distinguish between different models in M. The 

purpose of identification is to build a reliable, adequate, efficiently functioning 

flexible model based on the minimum amount of informative message sequence. The 

most frequently used methods for identifying systems (system parameters): the least 

squares method, the maximum likelihood method, the Bayesian estimation method, 

the Markov chain estimation method, the heuristic method, expert estimation, and 

others. 

Example. Let us apply the operation of identifying the parameter a in the 

model of the previous example. For this, it is necessary to additionally set the value 

of y for some t, for example, y = 6 at t = 3. Then from the model we get: 6 = 9a/2, a 

= 12/9 = 4/3. The identified parameter a determines the following model y = 2t2/3. 

Model identification methods can be incomparably more complex than the above 

technique. 

 

3. Assessment of the adequacy (accuracy) of the model. 

Example. Let us estimate the adequacy (accuracy) of the model y = at2/2, 0 ≤ 

t ≤ 4, obtained as a result of the linearization above. As a measure (criterion) of 

adequacy, consider the usual measure – the absolute value of the difference between 
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the exact (if known) value and the value obtained from the model (why is it taken 

modulo?). Within the framework of this criterion, the deviation of the exact model 

from the linearized one will be equal to |at2/2 – 2at|, 0 ≤ t ≤ 4. If a > 0, then, as is 

easy to estimate using the derivative, this error will be extreme at t = 2a. For 

example, if a = 1, then this value does not exceed 2. This is a rather large deviation, 

and we can conclude that our linearized model in this case is not adequate (both to 

the original system and the nonlinearized model). 

 

4. Estimation of the model's sensitivity (sensitivity to changes in input parameters). 

Example. It follows from the previous example that the sensitivity of the 

model y = at2/2, 0 ≤ t ≤ 4 is such that a change in the input parameter t by 1% leads 

to a change in the output parameter y by more than 2%, i.e. this model is sensitive. 

 

5. Computational experiment according to the model. This is an experiment carried 

out using a model on a computer with the aim of determining, predicting certain 

states of the system, reactions to certain input signals. The experimental device here 

is a computer (and a model!). This procedure is often identified with computer 

simulation. 

Let us note the main reasons that somewhat slow down the emergence of 

mathematical modeling for new information technologies: 

 traditional description of the model by systems of mathematical equations, 

relationships; at the same time, the majority of poorly structured and poorly 

formalized systems are described using expert data, heuristic and simulation 

procedures, integrated software packages, graphic images, etc.; 

 the existing means of description and representation of models on a computer 

do not take into account the specifics of modeling, there is no unified 

representation of models, generation of new models from a bank of models; 

 underestimation of the capabilities of a computer that can do more than a 

simple implementation of an algorithm, as a rule, structured and / or well 

implemented, lack of access to computer simulation experience. 

In the basic five: "system (environment under study) – model (description of 

the environment) – algorithm (program) – computer (computer technology) – user 

(solution)" in computer modeling, the main role is played by the algorithm 

(program), computer and technology, more precisely, instrumental systems for a 

computer, computer technology. 

Example. In imitation modeling (in the absence of a rigorous and formally 

written algorithm), technology and modeling tools play the main role; a similar 

situation is observed in cognitive graphics. 

A model is not equivalent to a program, and modeling is not limited to 

programming. 

Specific operations of mathematical modeling, for example, identification, 

linearization are not reduced in a computer to the transformation of programs in it. 

The area of application of the computer and computer models is also expanding. 

The main functions of the computer when simulating systems: 
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 acting as an auxiliary tool for solving problems that are available for 

conventional computing tools, algorithms, technologies; 

 acting as a means of setting and solving new problems that cannot be solved 

by traditional means, algorithms, technologies; 

 acting as a means of constructing computer teaching and modeling 

environments of the type: "learner - computer - learning", "learning - 

computer - learner", "teaching - computer - group of learners", "group of 

learners - computer - learning", "computer - learner - computer"; 

 acting as a modeling tool to gain new knowledge; 

 playing the role of "learning" new models (self-learning model). 

Computer modeling is the basis for representing knowledge in a computer 

(building various knowledge bases). Computer modeling for the birth of new 

information uses any information that can be updated with a computer. The progress 

of modeling is associated with the development of computer modeling systems that 

support the entire life cycle of the model, and progress in information technology - 

with the updating of the experience of modeling on a computer, with the creation of 

banks of models, methods and software systems that allow collecting new models 

from bank models. Autonomous submodels of a model exchange information with 

each other through a single information bus - a bank of models, through a knowledge 

base on computer modeling. A feature of computer simulation systems is their high 

integration and interactivity. Often these computing environments operate in real 

time. 

A computational experiment is a kind of computer simulation. 

Now we can talk about special packages of applied programs, text, graphics 

and tabular processors, visual and cognitive environments (especially those working 

in real time) that allow for computer modeling. 

Computer modeling and computational experiment are becoming a new tool, 

a method of scientific knowledge, a new technology due to the growing need to 

move from the study of linear mathematical models of systems (for which research 

methods, theory are well known or developed) to the study of complex and nonlinear 

mathematical models of systems (analysis which is much more difficult); roughly, 

but figuratively, saying: "our knowledge of the world around us is linear and 

deterministic, and the processes in the outside world are nonlinear and stochastic." 

Information (abstraction), being realized by messages of the real world, is 

reified in different object processes, and implementation on a computer necessitates 

the use of special formalized descriptions and representations of these processes in 

computers. 

Computer modeling, from setting the problem to obtaining results, goes 

through the following stages of computer modeling. 

1. Setting a task 

a) Formulation of the problem. 

b) Determination of the goal and priorities of modeling. 

c) Collection of information about the system, the object of modeling. 

d) Description of data (their structure, range, source, etc.). 

2. Pre-model analysis. 
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a) Analysis of existing analogs and subsystems. 

b) Analysis of technical means of modeling (computers, periphery). 

c) Analysis of software (programming languages, application packages, 

development environments). 

d) Analysis of software (models, methods, algorithms). 

3. Analysis of the problem (model). 

a) Development of data structures. 

b) Development of input and output specifications, data presentation forms. 

c) Designing the structure and composition of the model (submodels). 

4. Model research. 

a) The choice of research methods for submodels. 

b) Selection, adaptation or development of algorithms, their pseudocodes. 

c) Assembling the whole model from sub-models. 

d) Identification of the model, if necessary. 

e) Formulation of the criteria used for the adequacy, stability and sensitivity 

of the model. 

5. Programming (program design). 

a) Choice of test method and tests (test cases). 

b) Coding in a programming language (writing commands). 

c) Commenting on the program. 

6. Testing and debugging. 

a) Syntactic debugging. 

b) Semantic debugging (logical structure debugging). 

c) Test calculations, analysis of test results. 

d) Optimization of the program. 

7. Modeling evaluation. 

a) Evaluation of modeling tools. 

b) Assessment of the adequacy of modeling. 

c) Estimating the sensitivity of the model. 

d) Assessment of the stability of the model. 

8. Documenting. 

a) Description of the task, goals. 

b) Description of the model, method, algorithm. 

c) Description of the implementation environment. 

d) Description of possibilities and limitations. 

e) Description of input and output formats, specifications. 

f) Description of testing. 

g) Creation of instructions for the user. 

9. Accompaniment. 

a) Analysis of application, frequency of use, number of users, type of use 

(interactive, offline, etc.), analysis of failures during the use of the model. 

b) Maintenance of the model, algorithm, program and their operation. 

c) Expansion of capabilities: inclusion of new functions or change of 

simulation modes, including for a modified environment. 

d) Finding, fixing hidden errors in the program, if any. 
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10. Using the model. 

Example. We will consider mathematical and computer modeling in detail, 

step by step, using the example of the following simple production model. So, let's 

take the enlarged stages of production modeling. 

 

Stage 1. Substantive statement of the problem 

Modern production is characterized by the fact that part of the output (in value 

terms) is returned in the form of investment (i.e., part of the final product used to 

create fixed assets of production) into production. At the same time, the time of 

return, the introduction of new funds into circulation can be different for various 

types of production. It is necessary to simulate this situation and identify the 

dynamics of changes in the value of fixed assets of production (capital). 

The complexity and diversity, poor structuredness and poor formalizability of 

the main economic mechanisms that determine the operation of enterprises do not 

allow transforming decision-making procedures in the economic system into fully 

effective mathematical models and forecasting algorithms. Therefore, it is advisable 

to use simple but flexible and reliable decision-making procedures. 

Consider one such simple model of the socio-economic process. 

 

Stage 2. Formulation of hypotheses, construction, research of the model 

The dynamics of changes in the value of capital is determined in our model, 

mainly, by simple production processes and is described by the so-called generalized 

coefficients of depreciation (expenditure of funds) and investment flow (part of the 

final product used per unit of time to create fixed assets). These coefficients are 

relative values (estimated per unit of time). It is necessary to develop and investigate 

a model of the dynamics of fixed assets. In this case, we consider the admissibility 

of certain hypotheses that determine the production system. 

Let x(t) be the value of fixed assets (capital) at time t, where 0 ≤ t ≤ N. After 

a time interval ∆t it will be equal to x(t + ∆t). The absolute gain is ∆x = x(t + ∆t) – 

x(t). The relative gain will be δx = [x(t + ∆t) -x(t)]/∆t. 

Let's accept the following hypotheses: 

1. socio-economic conditions of production are quite good and contribute to the 

growth of production, and the investment flow is given in the form of a known 

function y(t); 

2. the depreciation ratio of funds is considered constant and equal to m, and 

with a sufficiently small value of ∆ t, the change in fixed assets is directly 

proportional to the current amount of capital, i.e. dx = y(t) – mx(t). 

Considering ∆t → 0, and also taking into account the definition of the 

derivative, we obtain from the previous relation the following mathematical 

expression for the law of change in the value of capital – a mathematical model 

(differential equation) of capital dynamics: 

 

x'(t) = y(t) – mx(t),       x(0) = x0, 

 

where x(0) is the initial value of the capital at time t = 0. 
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This simplest model does not reflect an important fact: the socio-economic 

resources of production are such that time (lag) passes between the allocation of 

investments and their introduction and use in the production of new products. With 

this in mind, the model can be written as 

 

x'(t) = y(t – T) – mx(t),      x(0) = x0. 

 

This continuous, differential, dynamic model can be associated with a simple 

discrete model: 

 

хi+1 = хi + yj – mхi,      x0 = с, i = 0, 1, 2, …, n,     0 <j <n, 

 

where n is the limiting value of the moment in time during simulation. 

The discrete model follows from the continuous one for ∆t = 1, with the 

replacement of the derivative x'(t) by the relative increment (from the definition of 

the derivative, this is true for small values of ∆t). 

 

Stage 3. Construction of the algorithm and simulation program 

For simplicity, let us take the simulation mode, when m, c are known and 

constant, y increases by 1% for each next moment of time, and also consider the 

simplest simulation algorithm in enlarged steps. 

1. Input of input data for modeling: с = х(0) – initial capital; n is the final 

simulation time; m – depreciation coefficient; s – time unit; y – investment. 

2. Calculate xi from i = 1 to i = n using the recursive formula above. 

3. Search for a stationary state – such moment of time j, 0 ≤ j ≤ n, starting from 

which all хj, хj+1, …, хn are constant or change by a small permissible value ε 

> 0. 

4. Output of simulation results and, at the request of the user, graphics. 

The algorithm written in the educational algorithmic language has the form 

 

Listing 11.1. 

алг Производство (арг вещ m, c, n, рез вещ таб х[1:366], лит p, q); 

дано | производство с основными фондами, изменяющимися по закону: 

         | х[i+1]=х[i]+y-mx[i],   x[0]=c,   i=0, 1, 2, :, n,   0<j<n, 

         | t=i*h,  h=1 - шаг по времени (день), 

         | i - текущий момент времени, 

         | m - коэффициент амортизации, 

         | х[0]=с - заданная начальная величина капитала, 

         | y - увеличиваемая на 1% каждый раз величина инвестиций 

надо | промоделировать динамику основных фондов, т.е. выяснить: 

         | 1) чему они равны на момент времени n; 

         | 2) наступает ли гибель предприятия, т.е. обращается ли капитал 

         |     (основные фонды) в нуль при некотором t, и найти это t; 

         | 3) наступает ли ситуация, когда капитал стабилизируется 

нач | начало тела алгоритма 
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                  | описание типов переменных 

       цел  i, | i - переменная цикла прогноза (текущее время) 

               j, | j - задаваемая величина лага 

              k, | k - момент гибели предприятия (если есть) 

              y |  y - величина инвестиций, увеличиваемая по закону  y:=1.01*y 

       ввод (m, n, c, y) | ввод исходных данных 

       p:='предприятие не гибнет'   | задаем начальное значение s 

       q:='капитал не стационарен' | задаем начальное значение q 

       х[0]:=с | начальное значение капитала (не нулевое) 

       i:=0      | задаем начальный момент времени моделирования 

      нц пoка (i<=n) и (х[i]>0) | заголовок цикла прогноза капитала 

                | тело цикла прогноза капитала  

                х[i+1]=х[i]+y-mx[i] | вычисление прибыли в следующий момент  

                y:=1.01*y | и увеличиваем на 1%  - для следующего момента 

                если х[i+1]<=0   | проверка гибели 

                       то   | если гибнет, - выполняется блок погибшего предприятия 

                           p:="предприятие гибнет"  | заменяем значение  s 

                           k:=i-1  | и фиксируем время гибели 

                           нц для j от k до  n  | цикла вычисления всех 

                                    x[j]=0 | остальных, нулевых значений прибыли 

        кц   | конец блок обработки погибшего предприятия 

                если х[i+1]=х[i]  | проверка стационарности прибыли 

                       то q:="капитал стационарен"  | заменяем старое значение q 

      кц 

кон. 

 

Here is a program in Pascal for simulation (the program is implemented for a 

function of the type y = at + b, where a, b are the coefficients of the investment flow; 

the structuredness and interface of the program are "sacrificed" to the compactness, 

simplicity and clarity of the program). 

 

Listing 11.2 

PROGRAM MODFOND; 

{The source data is in the in.dat file of the current directory} 

{The results are written to the out.dat file of the current directory} 

Uses 

       Crt, Graph, Textwin; 

Type 

       Vector = Array[0..2000] of Real; 

       Mas     = Array[0..2000] of LongInt; 

Var 

       Time, Lag, t, dv, mv, i, yi, p                          :Integer; 

        tmax, tmin                                             :LongInt; 

        a, b, m, X0, maxx, minx, aa, bb, cc, sx, tk            :Real; 
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        x                                                      :Vector; 

        ax, ay                                                 :Mas; 

        ch                                                     :Char; 

        f1, f2                                                 :Text; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure InputKeyboard; { Ввод с клавиатуры } 

Begin 

    OpenWindow(10,5,70,20,' Ввод  данных ',14,4); 

    ClrScr;  WriteLn; 

    WriteLn('Введите время Т прогнозирования системы:'); 

    Repeat 

          Writeln('Для удобства построения графика введите Т не меньше 2'); 

          Write('Т=');  ReadLn(Time); 

    until Time>=2; 

    WriteLn('Введите лаг:'); 

    Repeat 

          Write('Лаг должен быть строго меньше Т  - ');  ReadLn(Lag); 

    until Lag<Time; 

    WriteLn('Введите коэффициенты для вычисления потока инвестиций'); 

    Write('Введите  a>0:  a= ');  ReadLn(a); 

    Write('Введите  b>0:  b= ');  ReadLn(b); 

    Repeat 

           Write('Введите коэффициент амортизации ( 0<M<1 ) - ');  Readln(m); 

    until (m<1) and (m>0); 

    Write('Введите значение фондов в начальный момент - ');  Readln(X0); 

    CloseWindow; 

end; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure InputFile; { Ввод из файла } 

Begin 

      Assign(f1,'in.dat');  Reset(f1);  Readln(f1,time,lag,a,b,m,X0); Close(f1); 

End; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure OutputFile; { Запись результата работы в файл } 

Begin 

      Assign(f2,'out.dat');  Rewrite(f2); 

      WriteLn(f2,'   Результаты моделирования:'); 

      WriteLn(f2,'Значение фондов в заданное время Т = ',x[time]:4:2); 

      WriteLn(f2,'Максимальное значение фондов = ',maxx:4:2); 

      Write(f2,'Минимальное значение фондов = ',minx:4:2); 

      Close(f2); 

End; 

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure InputRnd; { Ввод случайными числами } 

Begin 
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       Randomize; 

       Repeat   Time:=Random(90);  until Time>=2; 

       Repeat    Lag:=Random(80);   until Lag<Time; 

       a:=Random(10);  b:=Random(10);  m:=Random;  X0:=Random(200); 

End; 

{------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure OutputScreen; { Вывод данных на экран } 

Begin 

       OpenWindow(10,5,70,20,' Вывод  данных: ',4,3);            WriteLn; 

       WriteLn(' Данный набор входных параметров:');             WriteLn; 

       WriteLn('   Время Т                       - ',time); 

       WriteLn('   Лаг                               - ',lag);   WriteLn; 

       WriteLn('Коэффициенты потока инвестиций:');               WriteLn; 

       WriteLn('   a                                 - ',a:4:2); 

       WriteLn('   b                                 - ',b:4:2); WriteLn; 

       WriteLn('Эмпирический коэффициент амортизации - ',m:4:3); 

       Write('Состояние фондов в начальный момент  - ',X0:4:2); 

       ReadKey;  CloseWindow; 

End; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure Worker; { Рабочая процедура } 

Var 

      yt      :real; 

Begin 

       x[0]:=X0; 

       For t:=1 to Time do 

            Begin 

                 If  t<Lag+1 then  yt:=0 else  yt:=a*(t-1-Lag)+b; x[t]:=yt+(1-m)*x[t-1]; 

            End; 

       maxx:=x[0];  minx:=x[0];  tmin:=0;   tmax:=0; 

       For t:=1 to Time do 

            If x[t]>maxx  

               then  begin  maxx:=x[t];  tmax:=t;  end 

               else if x[t]<minx  then begin  minx:=x[t]; tmin:=t;  end;  

      OpenWindow(10,5,70,13,' Результат работы модели: ',14,7); 

      ClrScr;  WriteLn; 

      WriteLn('Значение фондов в заданное время Т = ',x[time]:4:2); 

      If tmin<>0 then 

           WriteLn(' Величина фондов возрастает с ',tmin,' до ',tmax); 

           WriteLn(' Максимальное значение фондов = ',maxx:4:2); 

           Write(' Минимальное значение фондов  = ',minx:4:2); 

      ReadKey;  CloseWindow; 

End; 

{---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure Mas_OX; { Масштабирование по оси ОХ } 
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Var 

      st                 :String; 

Begin 

       p:=1;  While Time>p*24 do inc(p); 

       For i:=1 to 24 do  Begin Str(p*i,st); OutTextXY(65+20*i,420,st) End; 

       For t:=0 to Time do ax[t]:=70+round(20*t/p); 

End; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure Mas_OY; { Масштабирование по оси ОУ } 

Var 

       st              :String; 

       k, r           :Integer; 

Begin 

       If maxx>16 

          then Begin 

                      k:=1; While maxx>k*16 do inc(k); 

                      For i:=1 to 16 do Begin Str(k*i,st);OutTextXY(35,407-20*i,st);End; 

                      tk:=k; 

                   End 

            else Begin 

                           r:=1; While (maxx<=16/r) and (r<16) do inc®;  dec®; 

                           For i:=1 to (trunc(16/r-0.1)+1) do 

                                                          Begin 

                                                              Str(i,st); 

                                                              OutTextXY(35,407-0*r*i,st) 

                                                          End; 

                            tk:=1/r; 

                    End; 

       For t:=0 to Time do ay[t]:=410-round(20*x[t]/tk); 

End; 

{----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure Ipol(x1,y1,x2,y2,x3,y3:Real); {Процедура интерполяции} 

Var d1, da, db, dc             :Real; 

Begin 

       d1:=x1*x1*(x2-x3)+x2*x2*(x3-x1)+x3*x3*(x1-x2); 

       da:=y1*(x2-x3)+y2*(x3-x1)+y3*(x1-x2); 

       db:=x1*x1*(y2-y3)+x2*x2*(y3-y1)+x3*x3*(y1-y2); 

       dc:=x1*x1*(x2*y3-y2*x3)+x2*x2*(x3*y1-y3*x1)+x3*x3*(x1*y2-y1*x2); 

       aa:=da/d1;   bb:=db/d1;    cc:=dc/d1; 

End; 

{--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Procedure Graf; { Построение графика } 

Begin 

       dv:=detect;  InitGraph(dv,mv,'');  SetBkColor(7);  SetColor(6); 

       Rectangle(30,40,600,450); 
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       Line(600,60,620,60);  Line(620,60,620,470); 

       Line(50,450,50,470);  Line(50,470,620,470); 

       SetFillStyle(1,1);    FloodFill(610,450,6); 

       SetFillStyle(1,15);  FloodFill(100,100,6); 

       SetColor(5);   Circle(70,410,2); 

       Line(70,410,70,50);  Line(70,410,590,410);  { оси ОХ и ОУ } 

       OutTextXY(587,407,'>');  OutTextXY(67,47,'^');  OutTextXY(57,415,'0'); 

       OutTextXY(80,45,'X(T) - (Величина основных фондов производства)'); 

       OutTextXY(590,415,'T');  OutTextXY(540,430,'(Время)');  SetColor(2); 

       For i:=1 to 16 do Line(67,70+20*i,70,70+20*i); 

       For i:=1 to 24 do Line(70+20*i,410,70+20*i,413); 

       Mas_OX;   Mas_OY; 

       For t:=0 to time do Вegin 

                              SetColor(Blue);  Circle(ax[t],ay[t],2); 

                              SetFillStyle(SolidFill,Red); FloodFill(ax[t],ay[t],Blue); 

                      End; 

       SetColor(Red);  SetLineStyle(3,1,1); 

       Line(70,ay[time],ax[time],ay[time]);  Line(ax[time],ay[time],ax[time],410); 

       Ipol(0,x[0],1,x[1],2,x[2]); 

       For i:=ax[0] to ax[2] do Begin 

                                   sx:=p*(i-70)/20; 

                                   yi:=410-round(20*(aa*sx*sx+bb*sx+cc)/tk); 

                                   SetColor(Red);  Circle(i,yi,1); 

                               End; 

       For t:=1 to Time-2 do Begin 

                               Ipol(t,x[t],t+1,x[t+1],t+2,x[t+2]); 

                               For i:=ax[t+1] to ax[t+2]do 

                                          Begin 

                                             sx:=p*(i-70)/20; 

                                             yi:=410-round(20*(aa*sx*sx+bb*sx+cc)/tk); 

                                             SetColor(Red);  Circle(i,yi,1); 

                                        End; 

                                End; 

       ReadKey; CloseGraph; 

End; 

{-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------} 

Begin 

While true do 

         Begin 

                 ClrScr;  TextBackGround(2);  Window(1,1,80,25);  ClrScr; 

                 OpenWindow(30,22,50,24,' Нажмите клавишу: ',4,1); 

                 OpenWindow(5,5,75,16,' Динамика фондов производства ',14,5); 

                 ClrScr;  WriteLn; 

                 WriteLn('  Пусть х(t) - основные фонды в момент времени t,  y(t) -'); 

                 WriteLn(' инвестиции,  m - коэффициент амортизации фондов.'); 
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                 WriteLn(' Модель динамики основных фондов (L - лаг):'); 

                 Write('    x`(t) = y(t-L) - mx(t),  где х(0) = Хо,  y(t)=at+b, ( a,b>0 ).'); 

                 ReadKey;  CloseWindow; 

                 OpenWindow(15,10,65,17,' Выбирите вариант входа-выхода: ',15,0); 

                 ClrScr;   WriteLn; 

                 WriteLn('        С  клавиатуры              - <1>'); 

                 WriteLn('        Из файла                       - <2>'); 

                 WriteLn('        Случайными числами - <3>'); 

                 WriteLn('        Выход                           - <Esc>'); 

                 ch:=ReadKey; 

                 Сase ch of 

                       #49: InputKeyboard; 

                       #50: Вegin InputFile; OutputScreen; Еnd; 

                       #51: Вegin InputRnd; OutputScreen; End; 

                       #27: Halt(1); 

            End; 

            CloseWindow; Worker; OutputFile; 

            OpenWindow(22,10,58,14,'',15,5); 

            ClrScr;  WriteLn; 

            Write('Для просмотра графика нажмите ввод');  ch:=ReadKey; 

            If ch=#13 then begin Graf; RestoreCrtMode; end; 

            CloseWindow;  TextBackGround(15);  Window(1,1,80,25); 

            ClrScr; OpenWindow(15,10,65,16,'',15,6); ClrScr;  WriteLn; 

            WriteLn('         Хотите еще моделировать ?');  WriteLn; 

            WriteLn('Для выхода нажмите          -        < Esc >'); 

            WriteLn('Для продолжения нажмите любую другую клавишу'); 

            ch:=ReadKey; 

            If ch=#27  then Halt(1); 

            CloseWindow; 

     End; 

     ClrScr;  TextBackGround(0); 

End. 

 

Stage 4. Conducting computational experiments 

Experiment 1. The investment flow is constant and at each moment of time is 

equal to 10,000. At the initial moment, the capital is 1,000,000 rubles. Depreciation 

coefficient – 0.0025. Find the value of fixed assets in 20 days if the lag is 5 days. 

Experiment 2. Fixed assets at time t = 0 were equal to 5000. After what time 

will their total amount exceed 120,000 rubles, if the investment flow is constant and 

equal to 200, and m = 0.02, T = 3? 

Experiment 3. Which investment strategy is better to use if the amount of 

investment is constant, at the initial moment the capital is 100,000, the amortization 

is constant? 

 

Stage 5. Modification (development) of the model 
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Modification 1. The depreciation factor can be taken in the form m = r – sx(t), 

where r is the asset renewal factor, s is the asset obsolescence factor, and 0 ≤ r, s ≤ 

1. In this case, the model will take the form 

 

x'(t) = y(t – T) – rx(t) + sx2(t), x(0) = x0. 

 

This continuous, differential, dynamic model can be associated with a simple 

discrete model: 

 

хi+1 = хi + yj – rхi + sxi
2, 

x0 = с,      i = 0, 1, 2, …, n,     0 <j <n, 

 

where n is the limiting value of the moment in time during simulation. Set goals and 

explore continuous and discrete models. 

Modification 2. One of the models of mathematical economics is given by the 

equation: dz/dt = ((1 – c)*z(t) + k(tw) + a)l, where z(t) is a function that characterizes 

the output, k is the capital investment ratio, a is the independent production costs, l 

is the rate of response of output to capital investment, c is the demand constant, w is 

the lag (lag). Set goals and explore continuous and discrete models. 

Modification 3. For a model of the dynamics of funds with a variable law of 

investment flow: a) build hypotheses, a model and an algorithm for modeling; b) 

formulate plans for computational experiments using this model; c) implement the 

algorithm and plans of experiments on a computer. 

Mathematical modeling has only recently become on a technological basis, in 

this regard, it is necessary to note the special role of usually technological simulation 

modeling, which allows us to reproduce real situations occurring in systems on their 

models. Computer modeling (obtaining, accumulating, processing, storing, using, 

updating knowledge with the help of a computer), in contrast to mathematical, is 

used relatively recently, although these modeling technologies are closely related. 

Computer modeling, as a rule, is used when it is not possible to build a mathematical 

analytical model or such a model is laborious for research. 

Example. A computer (physical) model can be a simple model of Brownian 

motion, obtained by the computer generating a new random position of a point on 

the screen and its trajectory; Note that the "computer (or language) random number 

generator" itself is a computer model corresponding to the mathematical model of 

the distribution of a random variable (usually a normal distribution) or the so-called 

distribution function. This distribution is pseudo-random, obtained by a completely 

deterministic algorithm. 

 

Conclusion 

 

Control questions 

See the manual on the organization of students' independent work. 

 

 


